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COD.

EURO PRICE

(W/O TAX)

CICLADI

h 78 mm, old rose, gress
h 160 mm, white, gress
h 210 mm, sand, gress

DE3113A20
DE3113B10

270,00
265,00

DE3113C55

240,00

DGI2708A00

40,00

DE3127B00

80,00

CONE

GIGLIO

IPE
pen holder

DGI2709A10

T.B.D.*

paper holder

DGI2709B10

T.B.D.*

desk organiser

DGI2709C10

T.B.D.*

KURILI

2x cutlery set

DE3105B00

80,00

LINGOTTO
DGI2710A14

T.B.D.*

DE3102B00

T.B.D.*

DGI2711A10

180,00

white

DGI2712A10

130,00

black

DGI2712A09

130,00

silver ring Slim S

DGI2706AAG

158,00

silver ring Slim M

DGI2706BAG

158,00

silver ring Slim L

DGI2706CAG

158,00

brass ring Slim S

DGI2706AOT

108,00

brass ring Slim M

DGI2706BOT

108,00

brass ring Slim L

DGI2706COT

108,00

brass ring Slim XL

DGI2706DOT

108,00

steel ring Slim S

DGI2706AAC

129,00

steel ring Slim M

DGI2706BAC

129,00

steel ring Slim L

DGI2706CAC

129,00

steel ring Slim XL

DGI2706DAC

129,00

titanium ring Slim S

DGI2706ATI

215,00

titanium ring Slim M

DGI2706BTI

215,00

titanium ring Slim L

DGI2706CTI

215,00

titanium ring Slim XL

DGI2706DTI

215,00

MADERA

MATUA

SULA

TAU Slim

*To Be Defined

TAU Bold
brass ring Bold S

DGI2707DOT

108,00

brass ring Bold M

DGI2707COT

108,00

brass ring Bold L

DGI2707AOT

108,00

brass ring Bold XL

DGI2707BOT

108,00

steel ring Bold S

DGI2707DAC

129,00

steel ring Bold M

DGI2707CAC

129,00

steel ring Bold L

DGI2707AAC

129,00

steel ring Bold XL

DGI2707BAC

129,00

titanium ring Bold S

DGI2707DTI

215,00

titanium ring Bold M

DGI2707CTI

215,00

titanium ring Bold L

DGI2707ATI

215,00

titanium ring Bold XL

DGI2707BTI

215,00

suspension

DBI6430A00

T.B.D.*

hook

DBI6430B00

T.B.D.*

DBI6420A00

125,00

DRH0045A09

205,00

DRH0045A10

205,00

DRH0045B09

75,00

DRH0045B10

75,00

DRH0045C09

82,00

SPONGE LAMP

THE ALPHABET

FAMILIA APPENDIABITI
coat hanger structure + base, black
coat hanger structure + base, white
big hooks set (3x), black
big hooks set (3x), white
small hooks set (3x), black
small hooks set (3x), white
big spheres set (3x)
small spheres set (3x)
pocket-emptier accessory, black
pocket-emptier accessory, white
umbrella stand accessory, black
umbrella stand accessory, white
bag holder accessory, black
bag holder accessory, white
hook complete coat hanger version

DRH0045C10

82,00

DRH0045B0L

242,00

DRH0045C0L

110,00

DRH0045D09

82,00

DRH0045D10

82,00

DRH0045E09

175,00

DRH0045E10

175,00

DRH0045F09

25,00

DRH0045F10

25,00
362,00

spheres complete coat hanger version

557,00

FAMILIA SFERA PARETE
DRH0046A0L

108,00

DRH0045I09

315,00

FAMILIA TAVOLO SINGOLO
h 100, black
h 100, white
h 70, black
h 70, white

DRH0045I10
DRH0045M09

315,00
298,00

DRH0045M10

298,00

DRH0045L09

480,00

FAMILIA TAVOLO TRIPLO
h 100, black
h 100, white
h 70, black
h 70, white

DRH0045L10
DRH0045N09
DRH0045N10

480,00
463,00
463,00

*To Be Defined

FAMILIA TRANSENNA
barrier structure (1x), black
barrier structure (1x), white
blue rope
red rope

DRH0045G09
DRH0045G10
DRH0045H14

240,00
240,00
132,00

DRH0045H16

132,00

tripod structure + coat hanger

DDL0033A0L

1160,00

umbrella-stand accessory

DDL0033D00

173,00

DDL0033B0L

1260,00

DDL0033C0L

1210,00

TRESPOLONE

TRESPOLINO

tripod structure + round top

TRESPOLETTO

tripod structure + rectangular top

NOTES

SALES CONDITIONS

DELIVERY & SHIPMENT
The delivery terms stated on the Orders Confirmation are approximate and not binding.We do accept penalties and neither do we take responsibility for any sort of
delivery delay. Delivery is to be considered complete even if by carrier.
It is up to the receiver to verify the weight, the number of the pieces and the condition of the packaging before collecting the goods. The carrier is directly responsible
for any loss or damage of the goods, which Artemide will not be held accountable for under any circumstances. Therefore, it is up to the receiver to clarify any problem
at the time of the delivery.

PAYMENT
In default of invoice payment, you will be charged for bank expenses and interests (4 points higher than the official rates), and all pending shipments will be
interrupted.

PACKAGING
The packaging costs is always included in the price. If the buyer submits a particular request, a different costs will be agreed upon.

ALLOWANCES
The measures on the price list, if not specified otherwise, are given in centimeters (cm) and the allowance of discrepancy is +/- 1 cm.
The colours of the samples are to be considered approximate because we cannot technically guarantee the colour constancy over time.
Submitting orders implies that the buyer agrees on the colours allowances mentioned above.

RETURNS
Returns will not be accepted if not approved, agreed and authorized beforehand by Artemide.
Any return of goods, authorized in writing, shall be delivered prepaid and will be credited only the goods in perfect condition and in original packaging inusate, with
a deduction of 20% on the net value, such as the recovery of costs of reconditioning and transportation. The products used are forgiven available to the Principal or
scrapped after 30 days without any credit.

CANCELLATIONS
We do not accept cancellations of orders have already been reported and confirmed unless a prior agreement between the parties.
We do not accept cancellations or changes of tailor-made products’ orders.

CLAIMS
Claims for shipment damages are to be submitted within 7 days from good’s collection by registered letter or email.

PLACE OF JURIDICTION
The Court of Milan will handle any legal dispute.

note 1 / The latest price list cancels and replaces all preceding versions (October 2019)
note 2 / Artemide can claim the right to remove any items in the collection or to modify without notice the technical specifications of the products in the following list at any time in order to
improve the performance of the device or the production cycle.
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